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Broadband ultraviolet, optical and near-infrared (UVONIR) light curves (LCs) are the most common observational
tool used to study supernovae (SNe) and other extragalactic transients. Semi-analytical, one-zone models have been
successful in largely capturing the key features of SN LCs and many other transients (see, e.g. Drout et al. 2011;
Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2017). Such models are parameterized by only a few parameters: the supernova
ejecta mass, the ejecta velocity, the ejecta opacity and parameters specific to the driving energy source (e.g., mass of
56Ni or initial spin period of a newly born magnetar).
The number of publicly available UVONIR SN LCs has grown exponentially in recent years, especially with the
recent creation of the Open Supernova Catalog1 which hosts over 14,000 light curves with > 10 photometric points.
However, while the public availability of SN data has increased, open source models and LC fitters remain relatively
sparse. Recently, Guillochon et al. (2018) presented the Modular Open-Source Fitter for Transients (MOSFiT), an
open-source, Python-based software package which can read in SN LCs from the OSC. MOSFiT (in its default settings)
utilizes a Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitter to estimate the best-fit model and model errors. However, this detailed
fitting process can take hours to days to fully converge, depending on dataset size.
In this research note we present the SuperNova Interactive Fitter (SNIF2), a tool for fitting UVONIR light curves
of supernovae and other extragalactic transients. The interactive software is built on Javascript and Python (Bokeh),
utilizing the Open Astronomy Catalogs API (OACAPI, Guillochon & Cowperthwaite 2018) to fetch SNe light curves.
The light curves can then be quickly fit by hand using parameter sliders. Due its simplicity and accessibility, we hope
SNIF will be useful for astronomers, citizen astronomers and students.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
SNIF is a web application built with Python and Javascript. On the associated website, a user can select a supernova
model and type in the name of a supernova. If this SN is listed in the OSC, the light curve will be plotted in the
available broadband filters.
Once a SN is selected, the user can use the SNIF’s sliders to fit the light curve to a simple analytical, Arnett-like
model (see Figure 1; Arnett 1982). The explosion time, the ejecta velocity, the ejecta mass, and the grey opacity are
free parameters in every model. Although the majority of parameter limits are static, the explosion time range will
actively change depending on the user’s current window size and position. We describe the three currently available
models below:
1. Radioactive 56Ni-decay: Radioactive decay of 56Ni is the most common heating source for supernovae. This
model is appropriate for Type Ia and Ibc SNe. The only additional free parameter of this model is the fraction
of 56Ni in the SN ejecta (Arnett 1982).
2. Magnetar spin-down: The birth and spin-down of a magnetar can heat the inner SN ejecta as the magnetar’s
angular momentum is converted to kinetic energy. This model is appropriate for Type I superluminous SNe. The
additional free parameters of this model include the initial spin period of the magnetar and its initial magnetic
field (Nicholl et al. 2017).
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23. Ejecta-Circumstellar material interaction: Shocks induced by the interaction of SN ejecta and pre-existing
circumstellar material (CSM) can be a powerful heating source for a variety of transients, including Type IIn
SNe and eruptions of massive stars. The additional free parameters of this model include the ejecta profile, the
inner CSM radius and the inner CSM density (Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Villar et al. 2017).
When a satisfactory fit is found, the user can save the model parameters by clicking a ”Save” button. The JSON
save file follows the standard parameter naming schema of MOSFiT. The JSON file can be utilized as an initial walker
position for MOSFiT; an example script is located on Github3.
All source code is publicly available on Github4.
Figure 1. Screenshot of an example fit of SN PTF10hgi (Type I superluminous SN) using the magnetar spin-down model.
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